We have demonstrated that this method, which uses a suspended microchannel resonator (SMR) mass sensor, has the potential to weigh animal cells with a precision near 0.01% (ref. 10) . The SMR measures the buoyant mass of objects that pass through it. When an object that is denser than the surrounding fluid passes through the device, the net increase in mass (that is, the buoyant mass of the object) lowers the resonant frequency. By continually mea suring buoyant mass as the cell travels back and forth through the sensor, the growth of individual bacteria, yeast and mamma lian cells has been observed 11 . However, the resulting continu ous shear stress limited the growth duration to less than 1 h, the method was not configured to observe cell cycle progression, and uncertainty introduced by the fluidic control system effectively limited the buoyant mass precision to ~1%.
Here we describe three technological advancements for the SMR that enable precise measurement of cell growth and cell cycle pro gression. First, an individual cell and its progeny can be weighed over many generations. Storing the cell in a large bypass reservoir and only occasionally passing it through the SMR ensures that the cell experiences only limited exposure to shear forces ( Fig. 1a,  Supplementary Video 1 and Online Methods). The interdivision time for single L1210 mouse lymphoblast cells in this new appa ratus is similar to its doubling time in culture, suggesting that cell growth is unperturbed (Supplementary Fig. 1) . Second, we have used a unique form of hydrodynamic focusing to confine the flow path of the cell as it travels through the SMR ( Supplementary  Fig. 2) . Without such focusing, the cell can wander in a direction orthogonal to the flow stream, which creates positiondependent error. Hydrodynamic focusing enables the cell's buoyant mass and growth rate to be measured with precisions near 0.05% and 3%, respectively, which represent a tenfold improvement over prior work 11 . Third, we have integrated a microscope with the SMR so that a cell can be observed while it is stored within the bypass channel ( Fig. 1a) . This enables monitoring of cell cycle events using fluorescent ubiquitinationbased cell cycle indica tors (FUCCI) 12 . In the experiments reported here, L1210 mouse lymphoblast cells stably express fluorescently tagged proteins that are only present during early to late G1 phase of the cell cycle (mKO2Cdt1, red fluorescence) or during S, G2 and early M phases (gemininmAG, green fluorescence). Fluorescent signals are monitored concurrently with cell buoyant mass over multiple generations ( Fig. 1b) , which allows size and changes in growth properties to be linked to cell cycle position.
Because the growth of single cells has never been measured before with such precision, we could identify previously direct observation of mammalian cell growth and size regulation We introduce a microfluidic system for simultaneously measuring single-cell mass and cell cycle progression over multiple generations. We use this system to obtain over 1,000 h of growth data from mouse lymphoblast and pro-b-cell lymphoid cell lines. cell lineage analysis revealed a decrease in the growth rate variability at the G1-s phase transition, which suggests the presence of a growth rate threshold for maintaining size homeostasis.
The lack of consensus on how mammalian cells grow across gen erations 1-7 may largely stem from technical limitations. Almost all prior studies of size homeostasis have monitored populations of cells. In a typical experiment, the cell cycle of a population of cells would be synchronized and the average cell size monitored over time as the synchronized cells grew and eventually divided. Such experiments are limited not only by the poor resolution afforded by cell cycle synchronization and the unavoidable dispersion that follows, but also by artifacts produced by the synchronization methods themselves. Techniques for synchronization typically block nuclear division but not cell growth and inevitably result in oversized cells 4, 5 . In the most comprehensive singlecell study yet to examine the interrelationship of cell growth and the cell cycle, single yeast cells were studied microscopically using a fluorescent reporter protein as a proxy for cell mass 8 . By correlating cell mass to specific cell cycle events, a cell size threshold for cell cycle entry was observed. Although protein content may be the dominant component within a cell, the use of a fluorescent reporter protein does not guarantee a precise readout of a cell's biomass. In con trast, various forms of microscopy for measuring cell dry mass have been applied to cell growth, but they have generally suffered from limited precision 9 .
To overcome the technical problems that have limited the study of cell growth, we recently developed a direct approach for dynamically monitoring the mass of individual growing cells. nature methods | VOL.9 NO.9 | SEPTEMBER 2012 | 911 brief communications undescribed aspects of the growth trajectory. Most striking is the transition in growth rate that occurred midway through the cell cycle. During the first several hours after cytokinesis, there was a rapid increase in growth rate followed by a period in which the growth rate increased more slowly (Fig. 1c) , a behavior con sistent with the prior population measurements on these cells 13 . Out of 122 cells measured, 50% showed a transition with a dis tinct change in growth rate, 20% showed a less distinct change in growth rate and the remainder showed erratic growth tra jectories ( Supplementary Fig. 3 ). We wondered if the growth rate transition might coincide with the transition of cells out of G1 phase-which is thought to be devoted largely to growth-and into Sphase, where DNA synthesis occurs. The FUCCI signals were measured over the complete cell cycle in 40 cells, of which 20 showed an obvious growth rate transition. There was a strong correlation between the growth rate transition and entry into S phase ( Fig. 1c) .
A unique benefit of singlecell growth trajectories is the ability to register celltocell variability ( Fig. 2) . Within each lineage ranged from 2 to 4 pg h −1 , and these rates were independent of size ( Fig. 2a) . For a given lineage of cells, the variability in growth rate decreased as cells progressed through G1 and began to increase after the G1S phase transition. The cell size at this transition point varied among different sets of lineages ( Supplementary  Fig. 4 ). Newborn cells closely related in lineage had different ini tial growth rates, yet they entered S phase with similar growth rates, an observation suggesting that there is a threshold in growth rate that gates the G1toS phase transition. Even among inde pendent lineages, the coefficient of variance of growth rate at birth decreased to about 60% at the G1S phase transition ( Fig. 2e) . We also observed a reduction in size variation between birth and the G1S transition, although to a much smaller extent (1.7%). Furthermore, the growth rate-per-mass trajectories ( Fig. 2a and Supplementary Fig. 4 ) saturated upon cell entry into S phase. consisting of several cells, there was variability in the instantaneous growth rate of newborn cells that typically npg brief communications
The rapid increase in growth rate per mass in G1 indicates that the growth rate is not simply proportional to cell mass and sug gests that there may be unique regulation mechanisms established during the G1 phase of the cell cycle. Further support for a growth rate threshold for entry into S phase comes from the strong negative correlation we observed between the duration of G1 and the growth rate in early G1 (Fig. 2b) . Because all cells increase their growth rate in G1, slow growing newborn cells may achieve the growth rate threshold by spending more time in G1. This trend became even more pronounced as we decreased the growth rate of cells by limiting nutrients (Supplementary Fig. 5 ). Furthermore, in contrast to the results of previous experiments with yeast in which small new borns tended to exhibit a prolonged G1 phase 14 , we found that neither the duration of G1 nor the interdivision time correlated with newborn cell size (Supplementary Fig. 6 ). This, together with the findings shown in Figure 2a , suggests that deterministic growth regulation 15 can be based on a critical growth rate rather than a critical size.
To determine whether a growth rate threshold at the G1S tran sition occurs in other types of cells, we measured growth trajecto ries of the FL5.12 pro-Bcell lymphoid cell line. Supplementary  Figure 7 shows an ~110h continuous buoyant mass measurement of 12 generations of cells from the same lineage of FL5.12 and an analogous measurement for L1210 cells for comparison. Similarly to what we observed for L1210 cells, the variability in growth rate for FL5.12 cells decreased as cells progressed through G1 and then began to increase following the G1S transition (Fig. 2c) . Also consistent with our results using L1210 cells, there was a strong negative correlation between the G1 duration and growth rate in early G1 (Fig. 2d) . Unlike L1210 cells, which showed no correlation between the duration of G1 or the interdivision time and newborn cell size, FL5.12 cells showed measurable but weak correlations (Supplementary Fig. 6) .
Cell growth and cell size are known to adapt to external con ditions 2 . To explore this in more detail, we grew L1210 cells in limiting isoleucine. Under these conditions, the growth rate was reduced and the duration of the G1 phase and interdivision time increased by 1.6fold (Supplementary Fig. 8a ). Despite this increase, the size range at both the G1S phase transition and at cytokinesis remained virtually the same as cells in normal medium (Supplementary Figs. 8b and 9) . Furthermore, the pres ence of a strong negative correlation between the initial growth rate and the length of G1 (Supplementary Fig. 5 ) and a reduction in the variability of the growth rate at the G1S phase transition (Supplementary Fig. 10) suggests that a growth rate threshold was still present.
Measurement of individual growth trajectories with a precision sufficient to register celltocell variability reveals that growth and the cell cycle are tightly coupled in more complex ways than previously imagined. First, contrary to earlier notions that growth is either constant or simply a function of cell mass, there is a demonstrable, distinct change in growth rate at the G1S tran sition, suggesting that growth and cell cycle are closely linked. Second, cells grown in nutrientpoor media have the ability to maintain their size at the G1S transition and at cytokinesis by slowing cell cycle progression in proportion to their reduction in growth rate. Finally, the capacity of the SMR method to examine the trajectories of individual cells is what allowed us to conclude that the G1S transition is not gated by a critical size threshold. Instead, the drop in growth rate variability suggests that the G1S transition responds to a critical growth rate. Such a model could not be obtained without knowing the precise growth trajectories of individual cells. The critical role of a growth rate threshold in size homeostasis may not be as obvious a model as a size thres hold; but there are several potential biochemical targets that could directly reflect the growth rate, and there are no known mecha nisms in mammalian cells by which size itself could be sensed.
methods
Methods and any associated references are available in the online version of the paper. nature methods doi:10.1038/nmeth.2133 online methods Suspended microchannel resonator (SMR). As described in ref. 16, cells suspended in solution flow through the SMR, and the resulting frequency shift depends on the mass and position of the particles. When a cell passes through the SMR, this measurement yields a peak whose height is directly proportional to the cell's buoyant mass. SMR devices are fabricated by first creating buried channels in silicononinsulator wafers; after, wafer thinning and dry etching are used to form suspended microchannels with 2 to 3µmthick walls and a 15µm fluid layer. Two hundred devices are fabricated and vacuumpackaged on a 6inch wafer, with yields exceeding 80%. A getter layer prevents slow degradation of the onchip vacuum due to outgassing. Integrated under each cantilever is an electrostatic drive electrode, and the cantilever vibration is detected by the optical lever. A gaincontrolled oscil lator circuit is used to continuously track the resonance frequency of the SMR during the growth measurement.
Single-cell growth measurements. To achieve longterm growth measurements of single cells, an approach shown schematically in Supplementary Figure 11 was devised to culture the cell within the two bypass reservoirs adjacent to the SMR. Computercontrolled pressure regulators with pressurized glass sample vials on vertical translational stages are used to precisely control fluid flow within the SMR chip. Every 30-60 s, feedback between the mass signal and pressure regulators causes the cell to transit from one bypass to the other within a period of approximately 1 s. This process is fully automated, and the specific sequence of steps used to capture and maintain the cell within the device is outlined in the caption of Supplementary Figure 11 . Because the bypass reservoirs are opti cally transparent, the cell can be observed by a modular microscope (Supplementary Video 1) . Upon division, both cells initially flow back and forth between the bypass channels. However, the feed back randomly selects the mass signal from one of the cells. As a result, the other cell slowly drifts away from the one in feedback and is eventually swept away in the bypass channels. To increase mea surement precision, hydrodynamic focusing was used to minimize positiondependent error within the SMR (Supplementary Fig. 2) . L1210 culture and FUCCI expression. L1210 murine lympho blasts (ATCCCCL219) were adapted to Leibovitz's L15 CO 2 independent medium (Invitrogen) and maintained in medium supplemented with 10% FBS (Invitrogen), 1 g/L d(+)glucose solu tion (SigmaAldrich) and 1% 100× penicillinstreptomycin solu tion (Gemini). For growth measurements in medium with limited isoleucine, L15 medium without any isoleucine was supplemented with 10% FBS. The FUCCI constructs mKO2 (monomeric Kusabira Orange2)hCdt1 and mAG (monomeric AzamiGreen)hGem 17 were cloned into lentiviral vectors carrying the neomycin or blasti cidin resistance genes, respectively. We generated virus particles by transfecting 293T cells and performing standard virus purification. L1210 cells were first infected (using Polybrene, 8 µg/ml) with mAG hGem-carrying viruses. After selection (using 3 µg/ml blasticidin), cells were infected again with the mKO2-hCdt1 viral particle and selected using 400 µg/ml of Geneticin to form the FUCCI L1210 line. Cells used in this study originated from a single cell.
Fluorescence measurement.
A modular microscope (Nikon) was mounted on top of the SMR, and a 50× objective lens (NikonCFI Plan BD ELWD N.A. 0.55, W.D 9.8 mm) was used to collect the flu orescent signal into two separate photomultiplier tubes (H578402) (Supplementary Figs. 12 and 13) . To measure red and green fluorescence simultaneously, wideband metal halide illumina tion (Lumen200pro) was used with a dualcavity dichroic mirror (Chroma59004) and singlecavity emission filters (redET585/ 40m, greenHQ520/20m; both Chroma). Illumination was shut tered by the light source, and two field stops were used to confine the area of illumination and imaging to minimize the background noise. Fluorescent signals were measured at the collimated plane.
pH stability for FL5.12 culture. RPMI (Invitrogen) cell growth media used for FL5.12 cells requires 5% CO 2 for bicarbonate buffer ing. To achieve this, the medium vials were pressurized with 5% CO 2 gas (Airgas), which stabilized the pH of medium in the vial. However, because of the CO 2 leakage in the tubing and the gasket, dissolved CO 2 was lost from the medium on the way to the chip and limited cell growth in the bypass channels. PEEK tubing (IDEX), which has mini mum gas permeability, was used to reduce CO 2 leakage. Nevertheless, CO 2 leakage still occurred at the tubing-to-chip gasket interface. As a result, onchip pH monitoring was required to determine the optimal flow conditions and device geometry for maintaining a sta ble pH. This was accomplished by using the fluorescent indicator BCECF (2′,7′bis(2carboxyethyl)5(and6)carboxyfluorescein), which is often used for monitoring intracellular pH. The pH sensi tivity of BCECF in the SMR optical system was calibrated by using a plate reader (Tecan). Realtime monitoring in the bypass reservoir revealed that the pH would increase within 1-2 h if the medium was not replenished with sufficient frequency (Supplementary Fig. 14) . Because the medium replenishment rate is governed by the cell transit frequency (typically 1-2 times per minute), achieving stable pH came at the cost of exposing the cell to detrimentally high levels of shear. To overcome this, the SMR chip was designed with enlarged bypass reservoirs (crosssectional dimensions were increased by twofold to 1,400 µm 2 × 2,800 µm 2 ), which allowed the replenishment rate to be increased by fivefold for the same transit frequency. As a result, a stable pH was observed for more than 15 h when the cell transited the SMR as infrequently as once every 100 s. Data processing. To calculate the rate at which a cell accumulates biomass (growth rate) from measurements of buoyant mass versus time, the raw data (sampled every 30 s) were smoothed by a 30min moving average window, and the time derivative was taken at each point. The buoyant mass and growth rate measurement errors were determined as the s.d. of the buoyant mass and growth rate mea surements from either beads or fixed cells over acquisition periods greater than 12 h. Three steps were used to find the location of the growth rate transition. (i) A secondorder polynomial was fit to the initial buoyant mass versus time trajectory with progressively longer time windows. (ii) The duration of the window for when the fitting error increased above a defined threshold was determined. (iii) The size and growth rate at the end of the time window was then used in a bilinear fit as an initial value of the growth rate tran sition point. The bilinear fit of the growth rate over buoyant mass provided four parameters: growth rate acceleration before and after the transition, mass and growth rate at the transition point. 
